
 
The theme for the final term will be based on Speakimg and Listening. 
In class we will be focussing on three of our own I cans: 

 I can in a class discussion, listen carefully to a range of classmates even                        
if they are hesitant or rather unclear.  

 I can ask and answer probing questions as part of a group.  
 I can demonstrate careful listening by making relevant spoken responses and           
 by body language .  
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Mr Davies 

June 13th - Sponsored Walk 

June 17th - Celebration of Work 

June 26th - Father’s Day Lunch 

July 2nd - Sports Day 

July 3rd - Summer Fayre 

July 5th -  Sea Mills 100 Afternoon Tea Party 

 

 

In line with the new school policy we ask that the 
children bring in their Reading Records every day.  
Children should practice their times tables at home, 
if you need your Rock Stars password please let me 
know. 

 

As mathematicians the first week 
will be examining the properties of 
shape. In subsequent weeks we will explore 
mass and capacity, before finally recapping our  
addition, subtraction, multiplication and divi-
sion skills. 

As Authors we will be basing our work on 
Lemony Snicket’s The Dark. A atmospheric 
recount of a young boy and his relationship 
with what lives in the basement!  

As athletes we have PE on Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays so please remember your kits! 

Can you feel the force? 

As scientists we will be analysing 
particular forces. The children will be looking 
in depth at magnetism. 

We will examine how magnetism impacts our 
lives with a couple of practical tasks when 
they will create a compass and games that 
we can use. Hopefully we will then use the 
games as our contribution to the School En-
terprise Week. 
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